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On proper identification of functional categories
 
Naoto Tomizawa
(Linguistics)
1.Introduction
 
In the minimalist literature,whether a given element undergoes overt movement or not
 
has been generaly attributed to the availability of the formal features such as a strong
 
feature or the EPP-feature.?Since the strong feature and the EPP-feature are both
 
formal in nature and intolerable at PF/LF-interface(s),they have to be eliminated for
 
the derivation to converge(for details,see Chomsky(1993;1994;1995)).The generaliza-
tion that folows is that overt movement is obligatorily induced whenever there is a strong
 
feature or EPP-feature.
This generalization is questioned in a series of research by Lasnik(1995;1999a;1999b;
2001),where he claims that V in English usualy undergoes overt movement to satisfy the
 
strong feature on the upper V but remains in situ without checking such a feature in the
 
case of pseudogapping.With this observation he concludes that the“PF-crash theory”as
 
Chomsky(1993)originaly proposed is valid as a minimalist approach to overt move-
ment.
His analysis,however,has a couple of problems(to which we wil return in section
 
3.2),though the fundamental claim that an element with a strong feature does not always
 
induce overt movement stil holds.We are then expected to make explicit the folowing
 
two points:(i)the real inducer of overt movement and(i)an alternative analysis of
 
pseudogapping.It is argued in what folows that overt movement is not induced by a
 
strong feature or an EPP-feature,but by the requirement of proper identification of
 
functional categories.The paper is organized as folows.Section 2 proposes the identifi-
cation condition on functional categories,and discuss related questions concerning head-
head merger and linearization(word order).Section 3 deals with pseudogapping phenom-
― ―197
?Chomsky(2000)rejects this type of feature-based approach,and adopts the pre-minimalist view that
 
certain functional categories must have specifier(see the Extended Projection Principle in Chomsky
(1981)).
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ena in English and ilustrates the ways to properly identify v.Sections 4 and 5 ilustrates
 
proper identification of C and T,respectively.Section 6 concludes the discussion.
2.Proposals:Proper identification,lexical amalgamation,and linearization oper-
ation
 
In his interesting analysis of parametric properties of wh-movement,Simpson(2000)
proposes that C［＋Q］is underspecified with respect to the status of the C-headed CP as a
 
yes/no question or a wh-question,and that it gets fuly specified as C［wh］when a wh-
phrase is adjoined as in English or a question particle ne is merged as in Chinese.
Although the origin of this underspecificaion is not discussed in Simpson,I argue that it
 
is due to the nature of functional categories.Being functional in nature,they cannot stand
 
alone,and hence require some other substantive element to identify them.I wil propose
 
the folowing identification condition,not specific to C but applicable to every functional
 
category.
⑴ Identification condition on functional categories(ICFC)
Functional categories must be properly identified.
Proper identification of a functional category(F)is carried out by either(2a)or(2b).
⑵ a.Merger of F and X,X being a proper identifier.
b.Spec-heard relation between F and XP,XP being a proper identifier.
Merger of F and X in(2a)cannot be a process to be carried out during the course of
 
derivation,because such a merger does not extend the target phrase in violation of the
 
extension condition.Therefore,the process is available only in the“pre-syntactic”
component.Establishment of the Spec-head relation,on the other hand,is a syntactic
 
process,requiring either overt movement of XP or overt merger of XP to F.
I wil further propose that proper identification enables the relevant F to establish the
 
folowing relations with respect to the formal features of F(＝FF(F)).
⑶ a.FF(F)enters a local agreement relation with FF(X)or FF(XP).
b.FF(F)enters a long distance agreement relation with FF(Goal).?
That is to say,when F and X are merged,not only the local feature checking between
― ―198
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?For theoretical foundations of long distance agreement,see Frampton and Gutman(1999),Chomsky
(2000),and Chomsky(2001).
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FF(F)and FF(X)but also a long distance feature checking between FF(F)and
 
FF(Goal),if a Goal is available,is carried out.Similarly,when F and XP establish a
 
Spec-head relation,both the local feature checking between FF(F)and FF(XP)and a
 
long distance feature checking between FF(F)and FF(Goal)are carried out.
This set of proposals has a number of consequences.First,overt movement is inducible
 
by the ICFC,without any bearing with formal features such as a strong feature and EPP-
feature.In principle,every F has an option to induce overt XP-movement(2b),so that
 
the roles assigned to the strong feature and EPP-feature,i.e.,the inducement of overt
 
movement,are subsumed under the ICFC.Therefore,the notions of strong feature and
 
EPP-feature are eliminable from the theory.Second,our framework alows overt
 
movement with no feature checking.This could be a good candidate for the explanation
 
of scrambling phenomena,but we leave the issue open here.Third,cross-linguistic
 
variation in the availability of overt movement is due not to the availability of the strong/
EPP-features but to the availability of a proper identifier of the relevant F in the
 
language.Fourth,trans-derivational variation in the availability of overt movement as
 
discussed by Lasnik with respect to pseudogapping is ascribed to the availability of a
 
proper identifier of the relevant F in the relevant derivation.
2.1.Lexical amalgamation
 
Merger of F and X in(2a)can never be carried out during the course of derivation,
because such a process would violate the extension condition.Such a violation,however,
would not occur insofar as the structure building process has not started.Hence,the
 
process,which we wil cal“lexical amalgamation,”is licitly applicable to lexical items
 
in the numeration.
⑷ Lexical amalgamation applies to two distinct lexical items(F and X)in the
 
numeration to generate a new,amalgamated lexical item F/X.
To ilustrate,suppose we have a numeration as in(5a).v can lexicaly amalgamate
 
with V to yield a new lexical item v/V(hereafter,V)as in(5b).V retains the thematic
 
information of both V and v,the agreement/Case features on v,and the phonological
 
feature on V.This lexical amalgamation enables V to enter a long distance agreement
 
relation with FF(Goal)if Goal is available.Thus,at a later stage of the derivation when
(5c)is formed,the accusative Case feature and agreement feature on v can enter a long
 
distance agreement relation with FF(Obj)in(5c),without inducing overt movement of
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Obj into［Spec,VP］.
⑸ a.Numeration｛…,v,V,Obj,…｝
b.Numeration｛…,V,N,…｝
c.
It wil be clear from the comparison of(5c)with the structure derived by the tradition-
aly assumed operation of V-to-v raising in(6)below,that the operation of lexical
 
amalgamation accomplishes,without inducing overt movement,the displacement prop-
erty we have so far attributed to head-movement.
⑹
With the introduction of the operation of lexical amalgamation,therefore,the head-
movement operation,which is problematic in the light of the extension condition,can be
 
dispensed with.
2.2.Linearization
 
Let us now turn to a more complex case and consider the issue of linearization(word
 
order)in our framework.In the case of the derivation of sentence John wil give a book
 
to M ary,for example,the traditional framework generates the v P-structure in(7a),
where give raises to adjoin to v,while our framework generates(7b)when lexical
 
amalgamation of v and give is carried out.
⑺ a.
In(7a),with the overt head-movement of give to adjoin to v,the linear order of give-Goal-
Theme is obtained.In(7b),on the other hand,v and V has amalgamated lexicaly so that
 
the linear order of the structure would unexpectedly be Goal-give-Theme if we apply the
 
same linearization process that we have applied to(7a).This might cause a problem to
 
our framework.But the problem is only apparent,because linearization operations such
 
as Kayne’s(1994)Linear Correspondence Axiom(LCA)and its variants are difficult to
 
maintain in our framework.
V P
 
V  Obj
 
v P
 
v/V  VP
 
Obj t?
v P
 
v/give  VP
 
V’Goal
 
t? Theme
 
b.
V  Theme
 
V’Goal
 
V P
(V＝amalgamated form of v and give?)
(109)― ―200
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The most distinctive and attractive point of the claim in the proposal of the LCA and
 
its variants is that the information of word order is read off of the derived structure,and
 
not a condition on building phrase structures.Thus,in a language where overt object shift
 
is available as argued to be the case in Japanese in Kayne,the order of Complement-
Head is read off of the derived structure,while a language like English,where no overt
 
object shift is available,the order of Head-Complement is obtained.The availability of
 
overt object shift in Japanese and its unavailability in English is due to the parametric
 
values on the light verb:Japanese v has a strong/EPP-feature to induce overt object shift
 
and English v does not have such a feature.Hence,we could loosely say that the values
 
of the head parameter are incorporated into functional categories such as v in the form
 
of strong/EPP-features in the theory and its variants.
In our framework,however,the notions of strong/EPP-features have been dispensed
 
with,so that it is impossible to formulate a strong/EPP-feature-based linearization
 
operation.One might say that although our framework has eliminated strong/EPP-
features,it stil retains the device to induce overt movement,namely,the identification
 
condition on functional categories(ICFC),and that we could devise an ICFC-based LCA-
like linearization operation.This seems to be impossible,however,because in our
 
framework the presence of overt-movement-inducing functional category does not
 
necessarily correlate with the actual overt movement,unlike the traditional conception of
 
strong/EPP-features as an obligatory inducer of overt movement.
Let us,then,propose the traditional head-parameter as a condition on linearization of
 
phrase structures.This is in line with the LCA and its variants in the sense that word
 
order is read off of the derived structures.To take an example,consider an English
 
double object construction.Suppose v and V undergoes lexical amalgamation to form V,
and then the V is merged with its complements Theme and Goal successively:?
⑻ a.Amalgamate(v,give)→V
 
b.Merge(V,Theme) →VP?＝｛V,｛V,Theme｝｝
c.Merge(VP?,Goal) →VP?＝｛V,｛VP?,Goal｝｝
The amalgamation of v and give in(8a)makes the v properly identified and enables it
 
to enter a long distance agreement relation with respect to the features it retains such as
?Let us assume that the order of merger of multiple arguments is governed by the Thematic Hierarchy
(Agent＞Goal＞Theme).
(108)― ―201
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Accusative Case feature and Dative Case feature.It enters a long distance agreement
 
relation with the Accusative Case feature on Theme in the structure given in(8b),
without inducing overt movement of Theme to［Spec,V P］.Furthermore,it can enter a
 
long distance agreement relation with Dative Case feature on Goal in the structure in(8c)
as wel without any overt movement.Thus there is no further movement insofar as Case-
feature checking is concerned.
English has a［＋initial］value with respect to the head parameter,so that given a head,
it precedes its arguments residing within its maximal projection,in the light of linear
 
ordering.Therefore,the word order information we can read off of the structure VP?in
(8b)is V＞Theme.In the structure VP?in(8c),although the merger is between VP?and
 
Goal,we know from the label(＝V)that the head of the structure is V.Thus the
 
information read off of the structure is V＞Goal.Since our linearization operation is
 
concerned only with the relation between a given head(H)and its arguments within its
 
maximal projection(HP),it does not assign an order among the arguments within the
 
HP,so that the order of Theme and Goal in(8c)is free insofar as the head parameter is
 
concerned.Thus the orders V-Theme-Goal and V-Goal-Theme are both available.It
 
seems that the choice between the two orders is governed by various factors such as focus
 
and maybe availability of Dative Case.
An immediate consequence of this analysis is the binding facts observed by Burzio
(1986)and others,where it is shown that the Goal argument can function as an anteced-
ent for the elements within the Theme argument whether the Goal argument is realized
 
as PP in(9a)or DP in(9b).?
⑼ a.?John gave some pictures of each other to the kids.(Burzio(1986:213))
b.I showed the professors each other’s students.(Barss and Lasnik(1968:347))
Let us note here that although the derivation ilustrated in(8)alows for two different
 
word orders,it does not give us two different c-command relations.Whether the word
 
order is V-Theme-Goal or V-Goal-Theme,there is no ambiguity in the c-command
 
relation between Theme and Goal:the latter asymmetricaly c-commands the former.
This is because unlike the linear order relation,the hierarchical(i.e.,c-command)
?Abstracting away the categorical difference of the Goal argument between(9a)and(9b),we posit no
 
structural differences between them:the two structures are exactly the same in structural terms.Thus,the
 
account of the binding facts does not require such devices as“light predicate raising”proposed by Larson
(1988)
(107)― ―202
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relation is read off of the structure at each time the operation of merge is applied(see
 
Epstein et al.(1998)).The thematic hierarchy ensures that Theme is the first to merge
 
with the verb and Goal is merged with the resulting complex syntactic object.Thus,when
 
V and Theme is merged as in(8b),the c-command relation we can read off is that they
 
symmetricaly c-command each other.When the resulting complex VP?merges with
 
Goal as in(8c),we obtain the c-command information that VP?and Goal symmetricaly
 
c-command each other.Since Goal c-commands VP?and VP?contains Theme within it,
it is concluded that Goal asymmetricaly c-commands Theme.
If we try to express the derivations in two-dimensional tree diagrams,they would be
 
as in(10a,b).
⑽ a.
(10a)is a structure where Goal c-commands and is preceded by Theme,while(10b)is
 
a structure where Goal c-commands and precedes Theme.Both are alowed in our
 
framework.Crossed branches as in(10b)have traditionaly been rejected as a serious
 
drawback in the theory,but in our framework they does not give rise a serious problem,
because the points when the hierarchical(c-command)relation and the linear order are
 
respectively read off are different from each other:the former relation is read off at each
 
time the operation of merger is applied,while the latter order is read of from the
 
structure generated.
2.3.Lexical amalgamation and proper identification
 
Lexical amalgamation is an operation freely applied to two distinct lexical items
 
insofar as the application would not lead to some feature conflict.One such conflict arises
 
when both of the lexical items have phonological features of their own:we do not have
 
an amalgamated form of eat pizza,for example.?Thus,either or both of the two lexical
 
items must be phonologicaly empty for licit lexical amalgamation.
The relatively free application of lexical amalgamation to functional categories F,
however,does not always lead to proper identification of F.That is to say,proper
?Apparent exceptions to this condition are various forms of contraction such as isn’t,think’s in Who do
 
you think’s outside?(Barss(1995:681))and so on,which we wil not deal with here.
VP?
VP? Goal
 
V  Theme
 
b.
V  GoalTheme
 
VP?
VP?
(106)― ―203
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identifiers of F are restricted.Being functional in nature,F requires substantive elements
 
in order to be properly identified.Thus,v can be properly identified when lexicaly
 
amalgamated with V,as we have already seen in(6-8),but can never be properly
 
identified when amalgamated with,say,T.Lexical amalgamation of v and T is of course
 
possible,but doing so does not amount to proper identification of v,so that further
 
operation is caled for in order for it to be properly identified.Thus,XP-movement to
［Spec,v P］is induced to make v properly identified.The object shift phenomena are
 
typical examples of proper identification of v by overt XP-movement.
T,on the other hand,selects a functional category v as its complement,so that it is not
 
properly identified when it is lexicaly amalgamated with v.Neither is it properly
 
identified through lexical amalgamation with the modal elements such as wil and can or
 
the dummy element do and its variants.T is of course properly identified by XP in its
 
specifier position.Like T,C selects a functional category(T)as its complement.Hence,
C/T amalgamation does not have the effect of proper identification of C.In line with the
 
intuition of Simpson(2000),I wil propose that C is properly identified as C［wh］if(i)it is
 
lexicaly amalgamated with so-caled wh-scope markers such as ne in Chinese and its
 
counterpart ka in Japanese,or(ⅱ)a wh-element moves into its specifier position as in
 
English wh-movement.If C is lexicaly amalgamated with such elements as English that,
on the other hand,it is properly identified as C［declarative］.
3.Pseudogapping:a case for proper identification of
 
a
 
This section argues that our proposal of proper identification gives an explanation to
 
the phenomena of pseudogapping.We first see Lasnik’s account of the phenomena,point
 
out problems with his account,and present our alternative account on the basis of proper
 
identific
 
a
 
tion,and then gives further empirical arguments for our analysis from German
 
and Japanese.
3.1.Lasnik’s(1995:1999a;1999b;2001)an
 
g
 
lysis
 
Folowing Koizumi’s(1995)split VP hypothesis,Lasnik assi
 
i
 
ns the sentence(11a)the
 
underly  t ng phrase struc  1 urein( )1b.
v
(105)― ―204
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? a.We believe Bob
 
b.
Both AgrO and the upper V have strong features to attract Bob and believe,respectively.
Here,he folows Ochi(1999)in assuming the approach to overt movement on the basis
 
of the repair strategy.Overt XP-movement of X to F is a two-step procedure:first,
FF(X)adjoins to F for the purpose of feature-checking,which makes X phonologicaly
 
defective and unpronounceable because the relevant features are scattered,and then the
 
rest of X makes a pied-piping movement to［Spec,F］to repair the feature-scattered
 
structure.With this in mind,let us return to(11b).The upper V first attracts FF(believe),
and then the resulting features of believe makes a pied-piping movement to adjoin to V,
by way of the intervening AgrO.AgrO,on the other hand,attracts FF(Bob),and the
 
resulting features constituting the element Bob undergoes movement to［Spec,AgrO］.
Hence we obtain the expected word order of we-believe-Bob.
Lasnik argues that the phonologicaly defective believe caused by the attraction of
 
FF(believe)by the upper V can avoids PF-crash without inducing the subsequent overt
 
movement of the remaining believe to the upper V:deletion of the believe-headed VP,
which erases the offending element.Then we have a pseudogapping construction as
 
indicated in(12).
? a.You might not believe me,but you wil Bob
 
b.
Thus,the strong feature on the upper V does not always induce overt movement.
AgrSP
 
AgrS  TP
 
VP T
 
V’we
 
AgrOP V
 
AgrO’
VP AgrO
 
Bob believe
...VP
 
we  V’
AgrOP V
 
AgrO’Bob
 
AgrO
(104)― ―205
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Branigan(1992)casts doubt on one of the important components of his analysis:the
 
availability of the overt movement of object to［Spec,AgrOP］in English,pointing out
 
that such a movement would make extraction from within the moved object phrase
 
severely degraded just as extraction from within［Spec,AgrSP］is.
Lasnik solves this problem with the stipulation that the CED effects results from a ban
 
on extraction from withinθ-related positions,where X is defined as aθ-related position
 
for aθ-role-assigning head H at some point of the derivation iff(i)X is an argument of
 
H and(ⅱ)X and H establishes a Spec-head or head-complement relation at the point
 
of the derivation.In the typical example of extraction from within the shifted object
 
phrase as in(13a),select has been raised to adjoin to the upper V by way of AgrO,and
 
a picture of who has moved into［Spec,AgrOP］.Thus,at a prior stage of the derivation
 
we have the structure(13b),where select has adjoined to AgrO and a picture of who has
 
moved into［Spec,AgrOP］.
? a.Who did you select［a picture of］
b.
Here select and a picture of who establishes a Spec-head relation,so that the position a
 
picture of who occupies counts as aθ-related position and hence extraction from within
 
this position does not give rise to a CED effect.In the ECM constructions like(14)below,
on the other hand,extraction from within the shifted object is degraded,because the
 
shifted object does not have anyθ-theoretic relation with the matrix verb believe.
? ??Who did you believe［a picture of］to have been selected
 
Lasnik further claims that his account of the CED effects supports his analysis of the
 
pseudogapping phenomena.Consider(15).
? ??Who wil Bil select［a portrait of］,and who wil Susan［a picture of］
Why is this sentence ungrammatical?Lasnik provides a neat account.As we have seen
 
above,pseudogapping is a deletion of VP involving such a verb that has become
 
phonologicaly defective because of the prior attraction of FF(V)by the upper V.Hence
 
the defective V has not raised at al,so that the raised objects cannot establish a Spec-
...VP
 
you  V’
AgrOP V
 
AgrO’DP
 
VP a picture of who
 
t??t?
select/AgrO
(103)― ―206
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head relation with theθ-role-assigning defective V and hence cannot count as aθ-
relation with respect to the verb select.
To summarize,the pseudogapping construction and non-elided construction are de-
rived from the same underlying structure.The dividing point is whether the phonological-
ly defective V gets deleted or undergoes overt movement to repair the defective structure.
3.2.Problems with the analysis
 
There are a number of problems with his analysis.First,as Lasnik(1995:note 4)
admits himself,his analysis wrongly predicts that in languages with overt V-raising to
 
AgrS,no CED effects are expected,because overt movement of V to AgrS makes［Spec,
AgrSP］aθ-related position.
Second,in German,for example,overtly shifted objects constitute a barrier for extrac-
tion from within the objects.
? PP-extraction(Mu?ler(1995))
‘About whom did Fritz give［a book t］to Anna?’
? Subextraction
 
Lit:‘What did Fritz send［t letter］to the people’
Since German is a typical overt V-raising language,the degraded status of extraction
 
from within the shifted objects constitutes a problem to Lasnik’s analysis.
In addition to these problems,there is further reason his analysis cannot be maintained
 
in our theory.His analysis presupposes the availability of V-raising,but this operation
 
is not formulable in our framework because of the restriction imposed by the extension
 
condition.
a.［Über
 
about
 
wen］
whom
 
had
 
has
 
der
 
the
 
Fritz
 
Fritz
 
der
 
the＋Dat
 
Anna［
Anna
 
ein
 
a
 
Buch t］
book
 
gegeben?(Object)
given
 
b.?［Über
 
about
 
gegeben?(Shifted object)
given
 
wen］
whom
 
had
 
has
 
der
 
the
 
Fritz［
Fritz
 
ein
 
a
Buch t］
book
 
der
 
the＋Dat
 
Anna
 
Anna
 
a.Was
 
what
 
hat
 
has
 
der
 
the
 
Fritz
 
Fritz
 
den
 
the-Dat
 
Leuten［t
 
people
 
fu?r
 
for
 
Briefe］
leter
 
geschickt?(Object)
sent
 
b.?Was
 
what
 
hat
 
has
 
der
 
the
 
Fritz
 
Fritz
 
den
 
the-Dat
 
Leuten［t
 
people
 
fu?r
 
for
 
Briefe］
leter
 
geschickt?(Shifted object)
sent
(102)― ―207
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3.3.Proper identification of
 
p
 
in pseudogapping constructions
 
We assume that in pseudogapping constructions the elided V is selected from the
 
Lexicon with a defective phonological feature.Let me propose that such a defective
 
element cannot entertain a lexical amalgamation process,so that v/V［def］amalgam is
 
never formed.In the case of(18),then,the derivation proceeds as in(19).
? You might not believe me,but you wil Bob
? a.
First,the defective V［def］and its argument are merged as in(19a).Then,v and VP is
 
merged as in(19b).Since v must be properly identified,it induces overt movement of Bob
 
to its specifier position as in(19c).At a later stage of the derivation the maximal
 
projection headed by the defective V is elided as in(19d).
In the case of non-elided sentence such as the first conjunct of the example in(18),the
 
main verb(believe)is drawn from the Lexicon with a fuly specified phonological feature.
Then v/V amalgamation makes the v
 
t
 
roperly identified,so that no further overt
 
movement is induced.Thus,the structure is simply as in(20).?
?
This analysis gives astraightforward answer to the question of CED effects.For
 
expository purposes,let us assume a simple account of the CED effects:extraction is
 
possible only from withinθ-positions.In the case of extraction from within“regular”
objects as in(20),no CED effects arise because the object position is aθ-position.In the
 
case of ex
 
t
 
raction from the object in pseudogapping constructions,on the other hand,the
 
object has moved to the specifier position of the light verb,because the main verb,being
 
phonologicaly defective,cannot properly identify the ligh
 
o
 
verb.Since the object has
 
moved to the specifier position of the functional category(here,v),we expect extracti
 
n
 
n
 
from within the phrase to be degraded,just as extractio  h from within t  i e spec e fi r
 
v
?Since object does not undergo overt object shift,we assume a burden to account for the binding facts
 
Lasnik and Saito(1991)present as a piece of evidence for the existence of such overt shift in English.See
 
Granigan(1992)for an attempt to account for the binding facts without invoking overt object shift.
VP
 
V［def］ Bob
 
b.
VP v
 
v P?
V［def］ Bob  VP v
 
v P?
Bob  v P?
c.
V［def］ t???
d.
v P?Bob
 
v P?
v ［e］
VP
 
v/V  Bob
(101)― ―208
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position of T is degraded.As we have seen in(15),repeated as(21),this expectation is
 
borne out.
? ??Who wil Bil select［a portrait of］,and who wil Susan［a picture of］
Extraction from within the ECM subject is expected to behave just like extraction from
 
within the shifted object with respect to the CED effects,because both extraction domains
 
are non-θ-positions.This accords wel with the fact given in(14),repeated here as(22).
? ??Who did you believe［a picture of］to have been selected
 
3.4.Extraction facts in German
 
German extraction facts I have presented as a piece of evidence against Lasnik’s
 
analysis are also explained in our framework.Suppose that in German,lexical amalga-
mation of v and V is completely optional.When they are lexicaly amalgamated,v is
 
properly identified,so that FF(v)can enter a long distance agreement relation with
 
FF(Goal).Thus,the derivation of the basic structure of German double object construc-
tions looks like(23),where V is a amalgamated form of v and V.?
? a.
Extraction from within Theme is alowed,as in(16a)and(17b),repeated as(24a,b),
respectively.
? a.
a.
When v and V does not undergo lexical amalgamation,the derivation proceeds as in
(25),where V is merged with Theme and then Goal,the resulting structure then merges
 
with v,and the Theme element moves into［Spec,v P］to properly identify v.
?In German,Both v and V are specified as［＋last］with respect to the head parameter.Thus,if we
 
linearize the structure in(23),V becomes the last element.
VP?
V  Theme
 
b.
VP?Goal
 
VP?
V  Theme
［Über wen］had der Fritz der
 
about whom has the Fritz the＋Dat
 
Anna［ein Buch t］
Anna a book
 
gegeben?(Object)
given
 
Was hat der Fritz den
 
what has the Fritz the-Dat
 
Leuten［t
 
people
 
fu?r Briefe］
for leter
 
geschickt?(Object)
sent
(100)― ―209
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? a.
The Theme element in(25c)occupies a non-θ-position.Thus extraction from within the
 
element shows CED effects as in(16b)and(17b),repeated here as(26a,b).
? a.
(Shifted object)
b.
3.5.VP-deletion in Japanese
 
Japanese alows two kinds of floating quantifiers.In(27a),the quantifier goko(five＋
Classifier)appears right to its semantic host mikan(orange),while in(27a),it appears
 
to its left.
? a.
b.
‘John ordered five oranges(yesterday).’
According to Sportiche’s(1988)analysis of floating quantifiers,both mikan-o and goko
 
in(27a)are base-generated at the complement position of the verb,and only mikan-o has
 
moved out of the position.In(27b),we presume that what undergoes overt movement
 
would not be mikan-o but goko.
If this is on the right track,then we conclude from the fact in(27b)that the object in
 
Japanese remains in the complement position of the selecting verb.Bearing this in mind,
consider the folowing set of sentences.
― ―210
 
VP?
Goal  VP?
b.
VP?v
 
v P?
Goal  VP?
V  Theme  VP?Goal
 
VP?v
 
v P?
Theme  v P?
c.
V  t?????
V  Theme
?［Über
 
about
 
wen］
whom
 
had
 
has
 
der
 
the
 
Fritz［
Fritz
 
ein
 
a
 
Buch t］
book
 
der
 
the＋Dat
 
Anna
 
Anna
 
gegeben?
given
 
Was hat der Fritz den
 
what has the Fritz the-Dat
? Leuten［t
 
people
 
fu?r
 
for
 
Briefe］
leter
 
geschickt?(Shifted object)
sent
 
John-ga
 
John-Nom
 
mikan-o
 
orange-Acc
 
kinoo
 
yesterday
 
goko
 
five
 
tyuumonsita
 
ordered
 
Goko
 
Five
 
John-ga
 
John-Nom
 
mikan-o
 
orange-Acc
 
tyuumonsita
 
ordered
(99)
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a.
‘I’m going to order ten apples;are you going to order five oranges?’
b.
‘I’m going to order ten apples;are you going to five oranges?’
c.
‘I’m going to order ten apples;are you going to five oranges?’
d.
‘I’m going to order ten apples;how many apples are you going to order?’
e.
‘I’m going to order ten apples;how many oranges are you going to?’
f.
‘I’m going to order ten apples;how many oranges are you going to?’
Sentences(28b,c,e,f)are degraded.These sentences(ⅰ)involve extraction of
 
quantifiers/question words from within the object phrases and (ⅱ) contains
 
phonologicaly nul verbal elements.In our theory these facts are given exactly the same
 
account we have given to the pseudogapping phenomena in English.Since V is
 
phonologicaly defective,it cannot be lexicaly amalgamated with v.Thus,the derivation
 
proceeds as in(29),where QP stands for goko/nanko.
? a.
In order for v to be properly identified,it induces overt movement of DP to its specifier
 
position as in(29c).The VP headed by the defective V［def］is later deleted.Since the
 
raised DP occupies a non-θ-position,extraction of QP(goko/nanko)from within the
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Jukko
 
ten
 
boku-wa
 
I-Topic
? ringo-o
 
apple-Acc
 
tyuumonsuru
 
be-going-to order
 
kedo,
though
 
goko
 
five
 
kimi-wa［
you-Topic
 
mikan-o］
orange-Acc
 
tyuumonsimasu
 
be-going-to-order
 
ka
 
Q
??goko
 
five
 
kimi-wa［
you-Topic
 
mikan-o］
orange-Acc
 
desu
 
do
 
ka
 
Q
??goko
 
five
 
kimi-wa［
you-Topic
 
mikan］
orange
 
desu
 
do
 
ka
 
Q
 
nanko
 
how many
 
kimi-wa［
you-Topic
 
mikan-o］
orange-Acc
 
tyuumonsimasu
 
be-going-to-order
 
ka
 
Q
?nanko
 
how many
 
kimi-wa［
you-Topic
 
mikan-o］
orange-Acc
 
desu
 
do
 
ka
 
Q
 
nannko
 
how many
? kimi-wa［
you-Topic
 
mikan］
orange
 
desu
 
do
 
ka
 
Q
 
VP
 
V［def］ DP
 
mikan-o  QP
 
b.
VP v
 
v P?
DP V［def］
mikan-o  QP
 
c.
v P?DP
 
v P?
mikan-o QP  v  VP
 
V［def］ t??
(98)
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phrase gives rise to CED effects.
4.Proper identification of C
 
C is properly identified as either C［wh］or C［dec］,depending on the nature of the proper
 
identifiers.Let us first examine C［wh］.Japanese and Chinese have so-caled wh-scope
 
markers(ka and ne),which if lexicaly amalgamated with C,make C properly identified
 
as C［wh］.As a result,FF(C［wh］)is able to enter a long distance agreement relation with FF
(Goal).In contrast,English does not have such a wh-scope marker,so that C requires
 
overt movement of a wh-phrase in order to be properly identified as C［wh］.In both
 
Japanese/Chinese and English,once C is properly identified as C［wh］,no further overt
 
movement of wh-phrases is required,because the proper identification enables C［wh］to
 
enter a long distance agreement relation with FF(Goal).Thus,in Japanese/Chinese,al
 
the wh-phrases remain in situ,while in English only one wh-phrase is overtly moved and
 
the remaining wh-phrases,if any,stay in situ.
If C undergoes lexical amalgamation with a non-wh-scope marker,it is properly
 
identified as C［dec］.In English,lexical amalgamation of C with that makes C properly
 
identified as C［dec］,and enables it to enter a long distance agreement relation with FF
(Goal).This long distance agreement between that-adjoined C［dec］and some element in
 
the structure does not manifest itself in English because of the poor system of agreement
 
morphology in the language.In some Dutch dialects,on the other hand,such a long
 
distance agreement is manifested.
? a...
b...
c...
Since C［dec］is properly identified by lexical amalgamation with dat,it enters a long
 
distance agreement relation with T and the agreement is morphologicaly speled out.
［??C［dec］-dat-e［??
that-1PL
 
wij
 
we
 
speul-t］］
play-1PL
(East Netherlandic)
［??C［dec］-dat-de［??
that-2PL
 
gulie
 
you
 
kom-t］］
come-2PL
(Brabants)
［??C［dec］-dat-φ-j［??
that-2SG-scl
 
gie
 
you
 
werk
 
work
 
gao-t
 
go-2SG
 
een］］
have
(West Flemish)
(97)
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5.Proper identification of T
 
In the traditional analyses,T has a strong/EPP-feature and its specifier position is
 
always filed by either overt movement of subject as in(31a)or expletive insertion as in
(31b).
? a.［??John［?wil］［t???buy the book］］
b.［??there［?wil］［be someone behind the car］］
In our theory,this overt movement/insertion is attributed to the requirement of proper
 
identification of T.
In the case of wh-questions,T can be lexicaly amalgamated with C.Then we may
 
have a structure(32b)for the sentence(32a),at a certain stage of the derivation.(CT
 
stands for a lexicaly amalgamated form of T and C.)
? a.Who wil buy the book
 
b.［???［??wil］［VP who［V buy］the book］］
c.［???who［??wil］［VP t???［V buy］the book］］
In(32b),neither T nor C can properly identify the other,so that additional operation(s)
are required to properly identify them.Overt movement of who to［Spec,CTP］as in
(32c)gives a welcome result:(ⅰ)T gets properly identified and enters a local agreement
 
relation with FF(who),and(ⅱ)C gets properly identified as C［wh］and enters a local
 
agreement relation with FF(who).As a consequence of T/C amalgamation,therefore,we
 
do not need to posit a vacuous movement operation of who from［Spec,TP］to［Spec,
CP］.
Let us now consider a wh-sentence in which a wh-phrase originates in a position other
 
than the local subject position,as in(33a),which has a structure in(33b)at some point
 
during the course of derivation.
? a.What wil you buy
 
b.［????［??wil］［VP you［V buy］what］］
Here,neither C nor T is properly identified,so that overt movement operation(s)are
 
caled for.Before proceeding to the details,we had better take a look at the status of the
 
object what.Since lexical amalgamation of v and buy(＝V)has made v properly
 
identified,v can enter a long distance agreement relation with FF(what),so that in(33b)
the Accusative Case-feature on what has already been checked off.With this in mind,
(96)
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consider the derivation(33b)would take.There are two candidates for the coveted
 
proper identifiers of C and T:what and you.Movement of what yields the structure(34a),
while movement of you generates(34b).
? a.［???what［??wil］［VP you［V buy］t????］］
b.［???you［??wil］［VP t???［V buy］what］］
With what in its specifier position,C is properly identified as C［wh］and enters a local
 
agreement relation with FF(what).T is also properly identified by what,and is enabled
 
to enter a local/long distance agreement relation,though it cannot enter a local agree-
ment relation with FF(what)because the feature system of what is defective in that the
 
Case component has been eliminated at a prior stage of the derivation.?Thus,the sole
 
option available is to induce long distance agreement with FF(you),as a result of which
 
Nominative Case-feature and agreement feature are properly checked off.Therefore,the
 
derivation involving(34a)derives the sentence in(33a).
Let us now consider the structure(34b).Unlike what in(34a),you in(34b)properly
 
identifies T and enters a local agreement relation with FF(T),checking off the Nomina-
tive and agreement features.This is because at a prior stages of the derivation,you has
 
not had any of its features checked off.Turning to C,we notice that it indeed is properly
 
identified by you,but unlike C［wh］in(34a)it is properly identified as C［dec］.Then the wh-
feature on what remains unchecked,so that the derivation does not terminate and is
 
canceled.
6.Concluding remarks
 
This paper proposes a new approach to overt movement.Overt-movement-inducing
 
factors are attributed not to the strong/EPP-features on functional categories,but to
 
functional categories themselves.Being functional in nature,they cannot stand alone and
 
always have to be supported by some substantive element.This requirement is formalized
 
as the identification condition on functional categories(ICFC):functional categories
?The hypothesis that a lexical item with a defective feature system cannot entertain feature-checking
 
receives another piece of evidence from the agreement facts in there-cunstructions.Since there lacks an
 
agreement-feature,it can properly identify T but T cannot enter a local agreement relation with the
 
defective there.Thus,T invokes a long distance agreement relation with the formal features on the post-
verbal‘logical’subject.
(95)
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must be properly identified.We propose that there are two ways to properly identify F:
(ⅰ)merger of F with a proper identifier X and(ⅱ)establishment of the Spec-head
 
relation between a proper identifier XP and F.Merger of F and X cannot be accomplished
 
during the course of derivation because the resulting structure cannot be extended in
 
violation of the extension condition.Thus F/X merger is a lexical process,carried out
 
before the structure-building process starts.
In principle,every F has these two ways available.We,then,have such a case that a
 
certain F selects F/X identification process in one derivation and Spec-head identifica-
tion process in another.We have seen that this is the case in the proper identification of
 
v in pseudogapping in English,extraction from object in German,and VP-deletion in
 
Japanese.We have also seen the cases of proper identification of C and T,respectively.
With our theory of proper identification,the notions of the strong/EPP-features lose
 
their status in the theory,because their role as an overt-movement-inducer is now played
 
by the ICFC.Furthermore,the unformulability of the strong/EPP-features makes unfor-
mulable such linearization operations as the LCA which presuppose the strong/EPP-
features as a crucial component of the system.We propose the traditional type of the head-
parameter as a condition of linearization.
Our theory makes a mechanical distinction between overt movement and feature-
checking.The inducer of overt movement is a functional category itself and has no
 
bearing with formal features at al;the feature-checking is basicaly done long distance.
In the traditional minimalist framework,on the other hand,such a division of labor is not
 
made:overt movement is induced by formal features such as a strong feature and EPP-
feature,and it is posited that some features require local checking configurations and
 
others alow long distance configurations.
Once F is properly identified via,say,F/X-merger(lexical amalgamation),our theory
 
predicts that no further overt XP-movement to［Spec,FP］is alowed,because F,being
 
properly identified,can enter not only the local agreement relation but also a long
 
distance agreement relation with FF(Goal).The situation is expressed in the traditional
 
terms as folows:a head F cannot undergo the processes of(ⅰ)X-to-F adjunction and
(ⅱ)XP-to-F movement at the same time.
? a.［??F［??Y XP］］
b.［??XP［?Y-F］［??t?t??］］ (order irrelevant)
In the literature,such a situation has been argued to be the case in some cases,and a
(94)
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violation of the vacuous movement hypothesis in others.In our framework,(35b)is
 
uniformly disalowed.In the case of Who wil buy the book?,we alow neither the
 
movement of who into［Spec,CP］nor the head-movement of wil to C.Rather,who
 
occupies the specifier position of the amalgamated form C/T.Movement of wil to C has
 
not occurred in the case of What wil you buy?,either:C/T amalgam is formed and its
 
specifier position is occupied by what.In other words,unlike the traditional analyses,the
 
subject you remains in its base-generated position.
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On proper identification of functional categories
 
Naoto Tomizawa
 
The role of the strong feature and/or the EPP-feature as an inducer of obligatory overt
 
movement is questioned in a series of research on the pseudogapping phenomena in
 
English by Lasnik(1995;1999a;1999b;2001).Although his analysis cannot be maintained
 
for a couple of reasons,the fundamental intuition that the existence of the strong/EPP-
feature does not necessarily induce overt movement is maintained in a different guise.We
 
claim that the inducer of overt movement is functional categories themselves,with no
 
bearing on formal features such as strong/EPP-features;and propose the identification
 
condition on functional categories and discuss the phenomena of pseudogapping and the
 
related issues of lexical amalgamation and linearization(word order)in the light of
 
proper identification of v,T,and C.
(91)
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